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David Bartholomae & Jean Ferguson Carr, eds.

“Bialostosky, one of the �rst and most 
passionate Western scholars of poetry 
to take Bakhtin beyond his own word, 
addresses the classroom art of animating 
a poem: how to equip readers to enter the 
poetic u�erance, participate in performing 
it, and co-create its wisdoms and pleasures. 
A smart, e�ective, infectious book.”
—Caryl Emerson, Princeton University

HOW TO PLAY 
A POEM
Don Bialostosky
$26.95 • 256 pp. • 9780822964377

“A great read that blends personal narrative, 
real-life teaching from the author, student 
work, and high theory to get at the ques-
tion: What might a queer pedagogy of 
writing look like?”
—Jacqueline Rhodes, 
 Michigan State University

TEACHING QUEER
Radical Possibilities for 
Writing and Knowing
Stacey Waite
$26.95 • 216 pp. • 9780822964575
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NEW from PITTSBURGH



Teaching Early Modern 
English Literature from 
the Archives

Edited by 
Heidi Brayman Hackel           
and Ian Frederick Moulton

274 pp. •  6 × 9
Cloth 978-1-60329-155-2
  $45.00
Paper 978-1-60329-156-9 
  $29.00 

Also available in e-book formats 
from Apple, Amazon, Kobo Books, 
and Barnes & Noble.

Available now
in the MLA series 
Options for Teaching

bookorders@mla.org n www.mla.org n phone orders 646 576-5161

Join the MLA today and save 30% off all MLA titles.

The volume brilliantly combines 
the visionary and the pragmatic 
and is a gold mine of great ideas 
about how to engage students in the 
production of knowledge. It is a 
remarkably timely project.

—Michael Schoenfeldt
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Teach better.
Learn more.

An international award for the 
best book on teaching literature 

at the university level.
Awarded biennially by the faculty

 in the graduate programs in English
at Idaho State University.



Need new ideas teaching 
Orhan Pamuk?

Approaches to Teaching 
the Works of Orhan Pamuk

Edited by Sevinç Türkkan and David Damrosch

Foreword by Orhan Pamuk

“ This is a ‘handbook’ in its best sense, both for 
teaching Orhan Pamuk and for reflecting on critical 
methodology. This volume will be a significant 
contribution to literary scholarship and related fields.”

—Ülker Gökberk, Reed College

Limited time offer for nonmembers only!

SAVE 20%
at mla.org using promo code

PAM20

New in the MLA series 
Approaches to Teaching 
World Literature
247 pp. • 6 x 9  

Cloth $40.00
ISBN 978-1-60329-318-1

Paper $24.00
ISBN 978-1-60329-319-8

Also available in e-book formats.

Join the MLA today and save
30% on all MLA titles.

bookorders@mla.org n www.mla.org n  phone orders 646 576-5161


